
Physical Education Activity Grid – Early Level (Nursery & P1)

Dear Parent, 

During our school week, every pupil participates in two hours of taught Physical Education. Led by PE specialists and / or class teachers 
these activities normally include a range of sports, games and physical activities. It is challenging to recreate this in a home setting, but 
the activities listed below aim to give our pupils the opportunity to take part in a variety of PE experiences, encouraging them to keep 
active and explore different areas of PE and sport at this difficult time. 

The grid below is a suggestion of activities your child may be able to take part in during their time of home learning but please also 
consider different ways of keeping active and fit in your home. Each home setting possesses different physical opportunities for
children whether it is a basketball net in the driveway, nearby cycle path, football goal in the back garden, access to a green, etc These 
areas can be utilised during these times but please consider the information from the Scottish Government on use of public places 
before attempting to use outdoor spaces. 

We would love to hear the different ways that you choose to stay fit and active so please share photos or footage with us and get in 
touch if you require any PE support or have questions about the activities. Please remember this is only a guideline!

Look after each other. 

Best Wishes

PE Specialist

Home Learning Weeks 1- 4 (23rd March – 1st May) 



Morning Work Out
Every school day at 9am, Joe Wicks 

‘The Body Coach’ is providing fitness 
sessions for children. 

Start your day the active way!

www.youtube.com/user/thebodycoach
1

Ball Toss
Throwing balls into a tub / pot / 

basin, you can add in a points 
system with tubs at different 

distances or of different sizes. (You 
can use rolled up socks as balls and 

anything as a target). 

Pupil Choice 
Choose an activity that you would 

like to do. From practicing and 
consolidating a PE skill to getting out 

and about for a cycle or a run. 

Bounce 
Can you bounce and catch a ball? 

How many times in a row?  Can you 
turn this into a basketball dribble? 

Traveling around a set course. 

Set yourself a bounce challenge.  

PE in my school 
What is your favourite PE activity in 

your school? Draw a picture of 
yourself playing that game. 

Can you retell the rules of the 
game? How do you know if you are 

playing well?

Pirate Dance Adventure
Put your rhythm and timing to the 
test by following the steps on this 

‘Just Dance’ session to ‘’A Pirate You 
Shall Be’. 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=oe_HDfd
mnaM

Winning & Losing 
Choose a board game / card game 
to play with another person. Can 

you be a ‘good sport’ and take part 
fairly? 

Create Shapes
This simple balancing game just 

needs a space and a dice (or even 1 
– 6 number cards in a tub). Once  

number is chosen, you must create a 
balance with that number of body 

parts. What shapes can you create?

Balloon Badminton 
Play with a partner. Creating a net 

or boundary (cushions or even a line 
on the ground will do), can you keep 

the balloon away from your side? 
Use as many touches as you like to 

get it to the other side. 

Junk Game Design 
Using recyclable waste, can you 

create a PE game? With a similar 
approach to our skittles activity, raid 

your recycle bin and see what you 
can reuse. 

Cosmic Kids Yoga
An introduction to yoga with the 

Cosmic Kids Yoga series. Each 
session tells a story alongside yoga 
stretches and movements. This one 

is called ‘Squish the Fish’. 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=LhYtcadR9

nw

Daily Mile 
Continue our daily mile activity by 

using space in your garden or 
nearby green space to run, jog and 

move around. 

These activities are only examples of ways that you can keep active and explore PE during home learning. 
Be creative, try new activities and have fun! 

PE Activity Grid for Early Level 

http://www.youtube.com/user/thebodycoach1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oe_HDfdmnaM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LhYtcadR9nw


PE Home Learning Activities Further Information & Guidance for Parents  

Morning Work Out (E&O – HWB 0-28a  PE SAL – Stamina)
Join Joe ‘The Body Coach’ Wicks every school day to keep fit and active. Joe says ‘I am holding LIVE PE lessons at 
9am Monday to Friday on my YouTube channel for children of all ages. Parents are going to be under pressure next 
week and for 30 minutes a day I can take over and inspire and energise the kids to get active, bounce around and 
have fun.’ Sessions available at www.youtube.com/user/thebodycoach1

Ball Toss (E&O – HWB 0-21a  PE SAL – Decision Making)
A simple activity to set up and using objects and items that you have in your house. Targets could be from a variety of conta iners, pots, etc and your child has 
to aim and throw a ball, rolled up socks, etc into the target. Challenge your child further by adding numbers or sounds onto the targets that they must read
when they score. Could the children keep a simple tally of your scores? 

Pupil Choice (E&O – HWB 0-25a  PE SAL – Responsibility & Leadership)
Each home setting provides different opportunities for PE activities. As part of their home learning, pupils are encouraged to plan and create games and 
training stations that challenge and consolidate their skills. This can include performing a range of shots towards a basketb all hoop, timing a cycle around a 
pre-planned route or creating a  skipping challenge in your back garden. Be creative and choose something that you want to do. 

Bounce (E&O – HWB 0-21a  PE SAL – Gross & Fine Motor Skills)
The skill of bouncing and catching a ball can be a challenge for children at early level. This activity encourages the pupils to select a challenge that suits
their own abilities, whether it is a simple activity as bouncing, catching and counting their bounces, or to creating an obst acle course for them to dribble around. 
Pupils should enjoy the practice so let them choose the context and approach that interest them the most. 

PE in my school  (E&O – HWB 0-24a  PE SAL – Confidence & Self Esteem)
What is your favourite activity in PE at school? Can you draw a picture of you playing it? How do you play it? Explain the rules to an adult so they
know how to play it too!

http://www.youtube.com/user/thebodycoach1


Pirate Dance Adventure (E&O – HWB 0-21a  PE SAL – Rhythm & Timing)
Use the ‘Just Dance’ video to lead you through a series of dance moves to the ‘A Pirate You Shall Be’ song. Each successful m oves earns you points. Try to keep up 
with the pirates and practice to see if you can complete the dance without making mistakes – a BIG challenge! I would recommend watching the video first.  
‘A Pirate You Shall Be’ for Just Dance can be found at www.youtube.com/watch?v=oe_HDfdmnaM

Winning & Losing  (E&O – HWB 0-23a  PE SAL – Respect & Tolerance)
The biggest challenge facing many pupils in a PE setting is coping with winning and losing games. Everybody would like to win but winners have the pressure of 
being thoughtful and not celebrating in a way that upsets their opponents. Pupils that lose have the difficult challenge of c oping with the defeat but also the 
emotions that come with losing – not a pleasant feeling!  These life skills are ones that must be taught and experienced by all pupils. This activity focuses on
winning and losing by playing a range of board games (Snakes and Ladders, Monopoly, Ludo, etc) or card games (Top Trumps, Uno, Dobble, etc). Really what ever 
games you have at home. Can you be a good winner and a good loser?   

Create Shapes (E&O – HWB 0-21a  PE SAL – Balance & Control)
This balance game encourages children to be creative and think of different shapes, heights and difficulties of balances. When a number is chosen that number 
of body parts must support the balance. E.g. A 3 might be performed by using two hands and a foot as a balance base. Balances should be held for the count of 
three. Further challenges could include mirroring (with a partner) strong balances and holding balances for a longer count. 

Balloon Badminton (E&O – HWB 0-22a  PE SAL – Gross & Fine Motor Skills)
An easy and fun version of badminton. Use a balloon and allow as many touches as you need to get the balloon across a dividin g
line. In the past, I have used cushions or even just a length of ribbon on the floor to replace a net. Players hit the balloo n back and
forward to each other. Can you keep the balloon up? Change into a game competing against your partner.   

Junk Game Design (E&O – HWB 0-25a  PE SAL – Creativity)
This creative activity, encourages the pupils to design, build and play their own PE junk game. Encourage them to choose safe items from 
your recycling to create goals, targets, nets or whether they need to complete their game. Challenge them further by asking the rules of 
the game. Could you play the game with them?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oe_HDfdmnaM


Cosmic Kids Yoga (E&O – HWB 0-21a  PE SAL – Flexibility)
An introduction to yoga with the Cosmic Kids Yoga series. Each session tells a story alongside yoga stretches and movements. This one is called ‘Squish the 
Fish’. www.youtube.com/watch?v=LhYtcadR9nw

Daily Mile (E&O – HWB 0-25a  PE SAL – Motivation)
Continue with our Daily Mile activity at home by using nearby space in the garden or nearby green space. Please ensure that a n adult knows where and when you 
are doing this activity, better still take them with you! 

Points to consider -
- All you tube videos and links have been checked and are safe for your children to view. Further links from the videos have no t all been viewed so parent 

support and permission may be needed if your child is navigating away from the recommended page.
- Please check with Government advice during this period of ‘home learning’ to ensure that activities can be carried out safely if utilising outdoor space. 
- The following slide includes an overview of the Early Level Experience & Outcomes (E&Os) and PE Significant Aspect of Learning (SALs). This overview is 

given purely for reference.   
- Please remember that the grid and activities are only suggestions for activities. We appreciate that during this time there are a lot of constraints on what 

you can do at home. Look after each other, have fun and WASH YOUR HANDS!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LhYtcadR9nw


Early Level Experience and Outcomes (Es & Os)

Physical education, physical activity and sport

I am learning to move my body well, exploring how to manage and control it and finding out how to use and share space.
HWB 0-21a
I am developing my movement skills through practice and energetic play.
HWB 0-22a
I am aware of my own and others’ needs and feelings especially when taking turns and sharing resources. I recognise the need to follow rules.
HWB 0-23a
By exploring and observing movement, I can describe what I have learned about it.
HWB 0-24a
I am enjoying daily opportunities to participate in different kinds of energetic play, both outdoors and indoors.
HWB 0-25a
I know that being active is a healthy way to be.
HWB 0-27a
I can describe how I feel after taking part in energetic activities and I am becoming aware of some of the changes that take place in my body.
HWB 0-28a

Significant Aspects of Learning (PE SALs) –

Physical Competencies Physical Fitness Personal Qualities Cognitive Skills
Personal & Spatial awareness Stamina Motivation Problem Solving
Balance & Control Speed Confidence & Self Esteem Focus & Concentration
Coordination & fluency Core Stability & Strength Determination & Resilience Decision Making
Rhythm & timing Flexibility Responsibility & Leadership Creativity
Gross & fine motor skills Respect & Tolerance

Communication


